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This policy applies to the whole school, including the EYFS.
RATIONALE
“If you could wish one thing for a child when they leave school, what would that be?” Most parents,
as well as most teachers, would say that they would wish for a child such things as self-reliance,
happiness, the ability to make choices, self-discipline and confidence. In other words, a vast majority
of adults would not limit their expectations of school to academic achievement.
Thus the 1988 Education Reform Act puts a requirement on schools to provide a broad balanced
curriculum which “promotes the spiritual, cultural, mental and physical development of pupils at
the school and of society and prepares the pupils for the opportunities responsibilities and
experiences of adult life”. The 2010 Equality Act asks schools to show respect to others.
Education is far from just being a transferring of facts to children. The broadest aim of education
is that of helping a child to think for themselves and make well-informed choices, decisions and
value judgements.
Personal, Social, Health and Economic Education helps to achieve these aims.
THE LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
Personal, Social, Health and Economic Education (PSHEE)
There are no legal requirements for the delivery of PSHEE, but the National Curriculum provides
non-statutory guidelines for all key stages. Citizenship Education is now incorporated within PSHEE
and at the School within the PSHEE schemes of work.
Although PSHEE and Citizenship are not required elements of independent schools curricula, the
School in general follows the National Curriculum guidelines and adheres to EYFS guidelines.
THE SCOPE OF PSHEE
PSHEE refers to all aspects of school life – the thinking, planning, teaching and organisation which
are designed to contribute to the process of growing up, getting on with other people, formation
of values, and preparation of the child for responsibility in adult life.
This will involve helping pupils to understand:

understanding themselves

their behaviour

health and development

our society

school environment

learning skills

making decisions and moral judgements
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In PSHEE there are facts to be known, concepts to be understood, skills to be acquired, values and
attitudes to be encouraged.

DELIVERY OF THE CURRICULUM
Where does PSHEE take place?
PSHEE happens in all sorts of ways and in all sorts of places – in and out of the classroom, at home
and in all areas the curriculum, open and hidden.
THE HIDDEN CURRICULUM
This refers to the unspoken areas of a school curriculum which inculcate the values of a school,
often as effectively as the spoken and written curriculum. These values tell a pupil a great deal about
the attitude of the school to the pupils, to education and what an individual’s place and worth is
within the school community. The hidden curriculum may be found in many areas such as, but not
limited to, the following:

layout of building

classroom layout

handling of discipline issues

methods of correction – of work and of behaviour

circle time

interaction between staff and pupils

interaction between staff and staff

teaching and learning styles

trips out

activity weeks
The hidden curriculum is the “root” of the PSHEE tree – like tree roots they are not visible, but
they underpin the more formal and visible PSHEE programme (the tree’s branches) and as such can
determine the success of the delivery of the formal PSHEE programme.
SOCIAL, MORAL, SPIRITUAL AND CULTURAL EDUCATION (SMSC)
The social, moral, spiritual and cultural values of each child are promoted within the subject of
PSHEE. This is highlighted in the PSHEE planning and other schemes of work across the curriculum.
This is especially true in RS which promotes SMSC as a range of faiths are learnt about. SMSC is
also evident in most assemblies. A log of assemblies is kept which highlights areas of SMSC that are
covered.
Pupil voice also plays a key part in the PSHEE curriculum. See Annex A for further details.
Attached at Annex B is the School’s SMSC statement which includes how the School promotes
Fundamental British Values.
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EYFS (CATERPILLAR, BUTTERFLIES & RECEPTION)
In the EYFS, PSHEE is an integral part of the curriculum. Personal, Social and Emotional
Development is one of the three prime areas of the EYFS curriculum. From the moment children
arrive in the Nursery Department or Reception, they are on a rapid learning course as regards
personal, social and emotional development which is integral to every area of their experiences,
both in and out of the classroom.
The Nursery Department celebrates kindness, sharing and helping others by;

Talking about positive behaviour during Circle times

Placing pictures and messages on ‘The Tree of Good News’. Sharing good news with
parents and encouraging children to bring in items for The Tree of Good News from home.

Certificates and stickers

Taking home ‘Listening bear’

Nominating helpers at snack time.

Holding events to raise money for local charities and Rwanda Aid.
JUNIOR DEPARTMENT
In the Junior Department, PSHEE mostly takes place as an integral part of the curriculum. From the
moment the boys arrive in Reception, they are on a rapid learning course as regards personal,
emotional and social development, which is integral to every area of their experiences, both in and
out of the classroom.
In Reception and Key Stage 1, boys have weekly PSHEE lessons usually taught through Circle
Time session. The syllabus is well covered by other means within the teaching day.
In Key Stage 2 (of which only Year 3 is in the Junior Department) there is one half hour lesson
of PSHEE a week. In addition many aspects of the syllabus are covered within the broader
curriculum as in Key Stage 1.
There are several areas of school life unique to the Junior Department which especially enhance
the PSHEE curriculum:
Circle Time: All classes have regular Circle Time lessons which cover various topics and ideas.
Golden Rules/Golden Time: Golden Rules are displayed in the Junior Department for boys to
follow every day. Boys following the Golden Rules are rewarded with special stickers. Years 1 to 3
have Golden Time sessions in which boys who have earned Golden Time have a free choice of
activity. Minutes can be lost for bad behaviour, but the emphasis is on the fact that Golden Time is
a reward for positive contributions from all boys during the week. In Reception, the boys follow
the Golden Rules and are rewarded with stickers and star charts.
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Gold Book: Boys who have work hard or have achieved something special are recorded in the
Gold Book. Their names are read out in Friday’s assembly, where they stand up and are applauded.
Names are also put in the weekly newsletter for parents to see. The achievements are not
necessarily academic, but also for social skills, effort and helpfulness.
Secret Letters: Teachers secretly choose boys who have worked hard or behaved well each
week to receive a secret letter through the post from the head of department. The letter is
addressed to the boy himself and congratulates him on his achievements.
Cross Curricular
All subject areas of the curriculum have a part to play in the delivery of PSHEE. Wherever a child
is taught social skills, planning, evaluation, health, self-awareness, awareness of the wider world, selfdiscipline, social and moral responsibility, self-esteem and values, PSHEE is being taught.

SENIOR DEPARTMENT
Cross- curricular
The cross curricular application of PSHEE follows on from the Junior department, where there is a
continued promotion of the above.
As far as the formal interaction with PSHEE lessons is concerned the main subjects which cross
over and complement PSHEE are Religious Studies, Science, Geography, English, PE & Games and
Maths where they will primarily discuss the economic aspect of PSHEE and History in relation to
SMSC. (see Resources for the Curriculum for detail of this.)
There is also a peer mentoring system in place which involves members of Year 8 having a buddy
in Year 4 to mentor. These boys are assigned to buddies in their own houses in order to give them
common ground. Various activities take place throughout the year to encourage a bond that gives
the older boys a sense of responsibility and the younger boys feel more welcome and safer in the
playground. Other events include assemblies, where teachers or outside agencies will discuss issues
related to PSHEE or form assemblies where each form will perform a yearly assembly, often on a
current or social topic. The children also take part in charitable work, with local charities such as
Starlight or international charities being supported. The main international charity supported is
Rwanda aid, where we have helped to build and continue to support King’s House School, Cyato.
The formal curriculum overlaps with PSHEE to ensure complete and fully adequate coverage of all
topics.
THE FORMAL CURRICULUM
Personal, Social, Health and Economic Education Lessons take place in form groups, once a week,
for half an hour. They are run by the Form Teacher (see Curriculum overview for subjects and
topics)
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As well as “plugging the gaps” where the PSHEE curriculum is not delivered in any other context,
these provide a place and a time for pupils to discuss issues and formalise ideas. The topics covered
are listed below in the syllabus.
These sessions can also be used to deal with issues that have arisen, planning projects which the
class are involved in, such as charity initiatives or class assemblies, discussion of topical issues and
current events as well as delivering the formal PSHEE curriculum.
CAREERS
The School offers wide-ranging age-appropriate careers advice and opportunities to learn about a
wide range of careers which are not gender specific or taught in segregated sessions (see
Curriculum overview for subjects and topics).
In the co-educational Nursery Department, the School offers non-gender-specific role-play
opportunities and visits from professional people in the community.
Although the School is a boys-only prep school in the Junior and Senior Departments, it ensures
that its careers advice:
 is open so that the pupils have a broad view of the opportunities which are available in wider
society not just those of a type considered particularly appropriate to the School’s pupils
 is not restricted to only those considered to be stereotypically male careers.
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EYFS (CATERPILLAR, BUTTERFLIES & RECEPTION)
In the Early Years PSHEE is an integral part of the EYFS curriculum. Personal, Social and Emotional Development is one of the three prime areas that
underpin all the learning that takes place. From the moment children arrive in the Nursery Department or Reception, they are on a rapid learning
course as regards personal, social and emotional development which is integral to every area of their experiences, both in and out of the classroom.
The School follows the belief that valuing a child as an individual, having positive relationships and an enabling environment allows learning and
development. With termly intakes of children the Nursery Department ensures they are supported in developing the following skills during their time
in Nursery by working closely with families and embedding these behaviours throughout the sessions.
Self- confidence and Self-awareness
Making Relationships
 Separate from carer- feel safe, secure and show  Provide activities and support to promote
a sense of trust. This is supported by the child’s
making friends, listening skills, sharing and turn
key carer.
taking.
 Express own preferences and interests.
 Begin to engage in cooperate play with other
children-role play
 Develop the confidence to ask adults for help
when needed.
 Initiate play with other -Circle times and stories
about including others.
 Select and choose activities and resources with
help.
 Take turns and share resources. (The large sand
timers are used for taking turns.)
 Have the confidence to talk to other children
during play and in circle times-show and tell, in  Initiate conversations and take account of what
role play.
others say.
 Celebrate the things we are good at -The Tree  Working as a team- tidy up time, group activities
of Good News
including problem solving.
 Begin to understand we all have different
talents.
 Welcome praise- stickers, warm fuzzy jar, taking
home Butterfly pup and Bunny.
 Enjoy responsibility - snack time helpers
 Be sensitive to others needs and feelings.
 How do we help each other- caring for our
environment, People Who Help Us topic,
supporting local charities and Rwanda Aid.
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Managing Feelings and Behaviour
 Can express their own feelings-emotions topics
and circle times.
 Respond to the feelings and wishes of others.
 Encourage kindness and concern for others.
 Show an understanding of the boundaries and
routines- Use the visual timetable, Nursery
Golden rules, positive behaviour displays.
 Take turns and share resources- large sand
timers are used for taking turns
 Be aware that some actions and words can hurt
others- Discussed in circle times and 1:1.
 Begin to negotiate and solve problems without
the support of an adult.
 Accept changes –transitions between classes
and to Reception. Meet the Teachers booklets,
visits to JD, staff swaps.
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JUNIOR DEPARTMENT (INCORPORATING EYFS IN RECEPTION)
Reception

Year One

Year Two

Autumn 1
Starting school
School routines,
making friends,
expectations of
behaviour

Autumn 2
Golden Rules
Do be honest
Do be kind
Do be helpful
Do work hard
Do listen
Do look after property
Do be gentle
New beginnings
People who help
Things to look forward us
to, expectations in Year Discuss roles of
One
important people in
the community e.g. fire
service, police etc
Invite visitors into
school
Good
Responsibility
Relationships
Discuss responsibilities
With parents, teachers boys have at home,
and friends. Talk about school and in the
having respect for
community
these people
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Spring 1
All about me
Discuss things you like
and dislike, families,
friends and school

Spring 2
Friendship
What makes a good
friend? How can we
keep our friends?
Importance of sharing

Summer 1
Team work
Parachute games

Summer 2
Moving on
Transition to Year One
How have we grown?

Road safety
Looking out for danger
on the roads, what do
different signs mean?
Stranger danger,
wearing a seatbelt etc

Being part of a
community
Looking after where we
live, how and why
should we do this?

Healthy eating
Making choices for a
healthy lifestyle

Changes
Moving on and
transition to Year Two

To give is to
receive
Helping others
The importance of
charity

Say no to bullying
What should we do if
we are being bullied or
see someone being
bullied?

Peer pressure
How to say no and to
be yourself

Feelings
Discuss our own
feelings and those of
other people
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Year Three
Lessons are
incorporated
with RS. One
half term RS,
one term
PSHEE.

Autumn

Spring

Summer

Going for Goals
Setting personal targets to achieve a goal

Brain/Growth Mindset

Animal Rights

Changes and family, belonging and
friendship
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SENIOR DEPARTMENT

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

AUTUMN
CITIZENSHIP & MEMBERSHIP OF A
COMMUNITY
The family: responsibilities / duties and rights
at home.
families from different cultures
different kinds of family
The school class: rules / effects of one’s
behaviour on others / respect for others.
A module on internet Safety

The school community and the role of the
individual within it.
school rules.
behaviour at school
and also the wider environment
british values in a community
understanding the consequences of anti-social
behaviour.
respect for individual rights
responsibility for the school environment –
vandalism, rubbish, tidiness.
The need to co-operate and communicate in
class and school
Internet Safety module
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SPRING
RELATIONSHIPS, SELF ESTEEM AND
DEALING WITH CONFLICT
Self Esteem
what makes you happy/ sad / afraid
likes and dislikes
what are you good at
Relationships
Friendship
Strangers
Conflict
Saying no/teasing and other forms of
unkindness – how can they be dealt with
Self esteem: strengths / goals
Relationships:
Friendship: difference between friends and
family
Feelings: Recognise other people’s feelings and
be able to put oneself in another’s shoes
Coping with Anger/Conflict
Dealing with peer pressure/working together

SUMMER
HEALTH AND SAFETY
Health
personal hygiene
teeth
Safety
at home
road safety including on the bike
emergency aid

Health
exercise
healthy eating
sun exposure
Safety
potential dangers and taking appropriate risks
Personal safety
school rules
Includes ideas for revision session for
exams
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YEAR 6

YEAR 7

The school and the local community
Local government
responsibilities as members of the local
community,
care for the local environment,
understand how the local community functions
– schools, roads, rubbish collection etc,
magistrates
to know about democracy at a local level ,
role of charities and voluntary work in the
community.
Internet safety module
Interview practice
National government
democracy at national level – voting systems
the function & structure of Parliament
how laws are made and enforced
how and why the government taxes us
political parties
Regional Assemblies
diversity of national, regional, religious and
ethnic identities within the UK and terrorism
introduction
Internet safety module
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Self esteem: new challenges /competition /
heroes
doing things for others
Relationships: Actions & consequences,
loyalty to friends, working as a team,
relationships with the opposite sex.
Differences - cultural/ethnic / racial/ religious /
gender/disability
Coping with Conflict: causes bullying
consequences of e.g. racism, bullying
stereotypes
Dealing with stress – pre-tests
Planning a simple budget
Self esteem: identity strengths and
weaknesses/ setting goals/ time management
Relationships : differences / friendship friends and family, empathising
actions & consequences
teenage brain changing through puberty and
how that affects friendships
Role models and how they are seen
Coping with Conflict Stereotyping, bullying
etc. assertiveness.
Thinking about employment in future
To understand what is required for certain jobs,
to see how much certain jobs pay

Health
Alcohol/smoking
mental health/stress
puberty
Safety
Rail/beach/ river / canals
Sun dangers

Health
puberty /mental health / work, leisure /
exercise
effect of the media on the things listed above
smoking, alcohol, drugs
Safety
River safety
recognise risk
resist pressure
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YEAR 8

Citizenship of the global community
European community – function, structure etc.
United Nations – declaration of Human Rights
/ Unicef – rights of the child
The Commonwealth
Other global organisations - Relief and Aid
organisations / Human rights organisations e.g.
Amnesty International
Radicalisation
Personal Citizenship
To understand that advertising influences
choices and values
Understanding the basic elements of personal
finance
To be aware of the different ways to become
involved in the local community, make their
opinion heard and how to effect change

Self esteem: self-worth /choices /
strengths/weaknesses / emotions -loss/ change
/ /time management
Relationships: communication
friendship/family / puberty,
negotiate within relationships
peer pressure/empathy
More detailed discussion on relationships with
the opposite sex
Coping with Conflict (including a module
on internet safety): : causes / conflict in
media / anger management / bullying (including
phone/text/e-mail)
Relationships with money –
spending/managing it

Health
Alcohol
drugs
STD’s *
Safety
Personal safety/sharing problems/making the
right choices
Assertiveness
Contraception*
first aid*
*taught by an outside agency
Careers
Inspiring futures career programme – computer
based programme designed to showcase which
jobs are suitable for their talents.
Visits from outside agencies about prospective
jobs*

The PSHEE syllabus in the Senior Department also encompasses:
Well-being plans – tracks strengths, achievements, friendships, worries and targets
Team building games – designed to aid cooperation and communication
Philosophy for children – improves emotional awareness and thinking skills
Thunks – encourages debate through questions
Information on these topics can be found in the PSHEE half termly schemes of work
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ANNEX A
THE PUPIL VOICE AT KING’S HOUSE
The School is keen to hear and listens to the views of its pupils. The School believes that it is good
that children have the confidence to speak, discuss and give their opinions from a young age. Any
discussions should always be carried out at in an age-appropriate way. One of the ISI inspection
(2016) recommendations was to improve opportunities for pupils to have roles of responsibility
across the school. The School has endeavoured to meet this requirement with the addition of many
things mentioned in this Annex.
The Form Group – The main pastoral care grouping at the School is the form group. Form
teachers see their pupils on at least a daily basis and from Reception to Year 4, they deliver the
majority of the curriculum and the boys spend most of their time with them. Building on this
relationship is key to developing pupil voice. The form group should encourage a purposeful
environment where respectful engagement with one another is promoted. It should enable form
teachers to get to know their pupils and to tailor their advice and support appropriately. It should
also foster a sense of inclusivity where issues pertinent to the age of the children can be discussed.
Forms have also given roles to pupils (such as credit card monitor), within their forms, particularly
in the lower years, to enhance pupil responsibility. Forms are also expected to perform a class
assembly. The ideas are often from the boys themselves and they create assemblies, including
powerpoints and finding appropriate video material, to support them. Form time and PSHEE lessons
in the SD are an opportunity for pupils to discuss their views, as are Circle Time and PHSE lessons
in the JD.
Pupil Groups - The School has a food council towards which pupils contribute ideas, and an Eco
Team in the SD, which also provides pupils with a voice on these key areas. The Food council has
been key in enforcing changes to the provision of School catering, including a change of rota to limit
queueing and ensuring all years have enough time to finish their lunch and forming part of the
selection committee in appointing a new catering company. Food council members have been part
of pupil run assemblies, as have other groups such as charity monitors and individual members of
pupil run clubs. Often when selecting charities to support pupils are consulted and involved in the
process. This may be done in assembly in the JD or by the Charity Monitors in the SD. In the JD
when a work scrutiny is taking place, pupils will be asked to talk about their work.
Senior Pupils - The boys in Year 8 take on responsibilities around the School and will lead various
activities such as houses and sports teams. Prefects are given responsibilities and encouraged to
discuss their ideas. All other boys are subject monitors. All Year 8 boys act as mentors too to the
boys in Year 4 and this encourages concerns to be raised.
Staff – Staff at the School are expected to listen to pupils and take seriously, and act appropriately
on any concerns that they may have. All staff are given training in safeguarding as part of their
induction and this is refreshed every three years in line with local guidance.
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Staff have an open door policy and pupils are regularly informed that if they have a concern they can
and should discuss it with a member of staff, be that their form teacher, one of the pastoral team
or any member of staff they feel comfortable talking to. If the concern were of a safeguarding nature,
all staff are trained in this area and would follow the School’s procedures.
Staff also encourage pupils to develop their own ideas through their planning and teaching. The SD
has a debating club which builds on the discursive work carried out in the Religious Studies syllabus
in Years 7 and 8. Where issues are raised they are discussed at staff meetings and SMT meetings as
appropriate.
Pupil Survey – The School conducted an externally run survey of its pupils in 2016, after our ISI
inspection and now regularly surveys boys in Year 4 about their transition, as well as pupils who
have just left about their experiences. The well-being plans also provide feedback on pupil views.
Pupil run clubs – Pupils from all year groups have the opportunity to create and run their own
clubs with staff supervision. Examples of these are James Bond club, Phone design club, STEM club
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Maths) and Table Tennis club.
Digital Leaders – Pupils from years 5 – 8 have the opportunity to become digital leaders. This
involves completing computer based modules that enables them to be better cyber citizens. Leaders
feed back to their forms on what they have learnt.

A pupil voice folder is available to show evidence of pupil voice.
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ANNEX B
SMSC STATEMENT
VALUES

INCLUDING

PROMOTING

FUNDAMENTAL

BRITISH

References
Department for Education Advice November 2013 – Improving the spiritual, moral, social and
cultural (SMSC) development of pupils
Department for Education Advice November 2014 – Improving the spiritual, moral, social and
cultural (SMSC) development of pupils – supplementary information
Independent Schools Regulations – amended Jan 2015
Overarching Statement
The School actively promotes the fundamental British values of democracy, the rule of law, individual
liberty and mutual respect and tolerance of those with different faiths and beliefs.
The School recognises that the development of pupils, spiritually, morally, socially and culturally,
plays a significant part in their ability to learn and achieve. The School aims to provide an education
that allows pupils the opportunity to explore and develop their own values and beliefs, spiritual
awareness, standards of behaviour, a positive, caring attitude towards other people, an
understanding of their social and cultural traditions and an appreciation of the diversity and richness
of the cultures.
Pupils should learn to differentiate between right and wrong in as far as their actions affect other
people. They will be encouraged to value themselves and others. Pupils should understand the need
for rules and the need to abide by rules for the good of everyone. School and classroom rules should
reflect, reiterate, promote and reward acceptable behaviour and provide opportunities to celebrate
pupils’ work and achievements. The School’s Pupil Behaviour Policy and Code of Conduct support
these aims.
SMSC will take place across all curriculum areas and opportunities for this will be planned when
possible, through activities that encourage pupils to recognise the spiritual dimension of their
learning, reflect on the significance of what they are learning, and to recognise the need for
perseverance when encountering challenges.
SMSC is also apparent in activities outside the classroom. Opportunities such as assemblies allow
the pupils to be educated in fundamental British values and outings to, amongst other venues, places
of worship, instill a sense of respect for the beliefs and views of others.
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Curriculum
As has been said SMSC is present across the school and its curriculum, and not the responsibility of
one subject area to deliver. Different subjects support SMSC in different ways.

SMSC in English
Through their studies of Literacy when they are younger, and English when they are older, pupils
are encouraged to read widely, learn about life in different parts of the world and the UK, and to
discuss views and ideas put forward. The discussion of ideas is always built on the concept of
freedom of expression and of encouraging pupils to respect and listen to the ideas of others, even
if they disagree with them. Pupils are encouraged to make points clearly and articulately but also
bearing in mind the views of others.
During their time at the school, pupils will study texts which will consider areas such as prejudice
and intolerance, and looking at historical events like World War 2 and the use of concentration
camps. All this encourages them to think carefully about their own situation and the values of the
society they live in.
SMSC in Maths
Mathematics offers the opportunity for pupils to develop deeper thinking and to begin to question
the way the world works and how the subject relates to the world around them. Working together
is a fundamental part of Maths. Pupils are actively encouraged to discuss with their peers in various
problem solving activities, allowing them the opportunity to think creatively, discuss, explain and
present ideas. This also means they develop their mathematical reasoning skills by communicating
and explaining concepts to each other. They are encouraged to be supportive and to appreciate that
everybody learns at a different pace to each other. They are also given opportunities to peer and
self-reflect on their learning by giving positive and constructive feedback on each other’s work, being
sensitive to each other’s feelings. Mathematics is a global language and our pupils learn to appreciate
the historical and geographical aspect of the subject. For example they learn about Babylonian and
Egyptian Maths and Roman numerals, and they learn about conversion rates of currencies and other
conversions such as Celsius and Fahrenheit.
Learning about money and how an understanding of Mathematics can help in financial life is also a
part of this subject area. This helps pupils develop a sense of responsibility.
SMSC in Science
Science teaching offers children many opportunities to examine some of the fundamental questions
in life, for example, the evolution of living things and how the world was created. Through many of
the amazing processes that affect living things, boys are able to develop a sense of awe and wonder
regarding the nature of the world. Science raises many moral and social questions. Through the
teaching of science, pupils have the opportunity to discuss the effects of smoking, drugs and disease.
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They are given opportunities to reflect on the way in which people care for the planet and how
science can contribute to the way in which we manage the earth’s resources. Science teaches
children about the reasons why living things are different, by developing their knowledge and
understanding of physical and environmental factors, thus promoting respect for others. Through
scientific experiments, pupils are provided with opportunities to consider the impact of their actions
on others, analysing risks and evaluating ethical issues regarding scientific research, particularly in
relatively new areas of investigation such as genetics.
SMSC in the History
The nature of the subject lends itself to discussions, debates and study topics where core values and
attitudes are discussed. Concepts of justice, compassion, wisdom and fair-dealing are commonly
discussed and highlighted. Qualities of kingship, leadership, and team skills are also dealt with. The
concept of a ‘hero’ in History also leads to some interesting question and answer sessions re cultural
and social differences. Loyalty to institutions and ideas beyond immediate family are also dealt with
in History.
SMSC in Geography
British Values are at the core of much of the Year 7 and 8 geography topics. These include the study
of rivers and coasts, weather and climate, economic activity and increasingly with the new CE
syllabus transport and industry. Locational knowledge and map skills also include a solid
understanding of a variety of British places some of which include basic historical facts. Most lessons
throughout the school have elements of spiritual, moral, social and cultural development through
the use of websites, BBC Newsround, weekly newspapers and links to PSHE lessons.
SMSC in RS
Although King’s House is a school whose values are based on Christian principle, the studying of
Religious Studies is aimed at building up the children’s understanding not only of Christianity but
also of the other main world faiths. This runs through from Reception, where although the children
do not study RS as a discreet subject they learn about Divali, the Hindu festival of light, through to
Year 8 where a key component of the Common Entrance syllabus is the study of Word Religions.
All main world religions are studied during their time at the school – Buddhism, Christianity, Islam,
Judaism and Sikhism. During their time in the SD the pupils are taken on visits to places of worship
for different religions.
On top of this, Religious Studies is a subject which promotes discussion and exchange of ideas and
encourages the children to think about their role in the world and right and wrong.
SMSC in PSHEE
PSHEE provides concrete evidence of the school’s provision in promoting pupils’ behaviour and
safety and their SMSC development. Provision is evident within our schemes of work and can be
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seen by the highlighting of all the SMSC aspects covered in our planning. This is achieved through
teaching children to develop and maintain relationships, lead healthy lifestyles, develop personal
identity, appreciate diversity and manage risk, in conjunction with many other aspects.
SMSC in Latin
There are many opportunities in Latin to focus on spiritual, moral, social and cultural aspects. Roman
life and history are a big part of the Common Entrance syllabus and the following are a range of
topics in which SMSC is covered:
Spiritual
Social
 Death and burial: Roman beliefs about life  The town of Pompeii
after death
 The forum and business
 State worship and Roman/Greek
 Baths
mythology
 Superstition
Moral
 Theatre: themes in tragedy
 Slaves and freedmen
 Gladiatorial shows
 Education

Cultural
 The house and family
 Daily life
 Theatre
 Education

SMSC in French
In French the children not only learn the language but also learn about different French speaking
cultures and societies around the world. The boys look at both the differences and similarities
between our culture and society here in Britain and these countries from around the world. This
might include topics such as school life, daily routine, food and holidays and festivals. Religious
festivals such as Christmas, Easter and Epiphany are also covered in the scheme of work. The
Tricolore Total text books that we use also embrace multiculturalism and help the boys learn about
various French speaking countries from Martinique in the Caribbean to Senegal in West Africa. In
the French 1 classroom there is a permanent display highlighting numerous French speaking
countries around the world. This is all designed to encourage respect of the ideas and cultures of
other people.
SMSC in DT
SMSC is promoted in Design and Technology in a number of ways at the School. Pupils are
encouraged to work independently and in groups where appropriate. They are encouraged to
develop their thinking skills, and explore the wider world around them. Existing products are often
analysed and boys are taught how to reflect upon what they find, with an open mind in order to
inspire their design ideas and understand how to meet the needs of those other than themselves. In
addition to this, materials used in Design and Technology lessons are often sourced sustainably and
the boys are made aware of this, and what it means to the world we live in. Some projects are also
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based on real life problems that encompass the very emphasis of SMSC, such as the Sustainable
Packaging project taught in year 7 where boys are faced with the dilemma of packaging an Easter
egg and pupils are often asked to design for specific groups or needs of potential customers.
SMSC in Drama
A huge amount of human communication is carried out non-verbally. Drama aids the development
of key skills such as the imaginative enjoyment of the pupil’s intellectual, emotional and physical
capacities. This enables each pupil to embrace new perceptions and new understanding. Drama aids
concentration, confidence and co-operation right across the curriculum. Spiritual education is at the
height of importance within the Drama department. The premise of Drama is to inspire pupils; to
develop confidence; and to develop their understanding of themselves/others. All schemes of work
are designed to develop spiritual, moral, social and cultural development. Pupils develop the skills to
understand other viewpoints, to develop and sustain arguments and to view situations from a variety
of perspectives. The physical aspect of drama will assist a pupil’s non-verbal expression. Elements
such as place, time and perceptions of relationships are cultivated through drama. A pupil’s spatial
awareness is also developed. Drama is a co-operative activity. It allows demanding pupils to
understand the effect of their behaviour on other pupils. It also provides a valuable experience in
working with others in order to achieve specific goals. Drama activities allow pupils to value the
importance of taking turns and listening to others. Drama allows pupils to develop their key skills in
areas such as communication, working with others and problem solving. Another important aspect
of drama is the opportunity to explore choice and the consequences of choice. It also explores the
nature and types of conflict and the effect of conflict on others. It gives the opportunity for selfexpression and self-realisation.
SMSC in Art
Art is taught from earliest stages of the School’s education and aims to enhance the creative and
aesthetic skills of the pupils. As part of the curriculum they are exposed to art from across the
world and encouraged to learn to be critical but also to learn from what they see. Providing suitable
stimulus for their work allows the pupils to understand the world can be seen from different
perspectives and their tolerance of the views others.
SMSC in Music
Music is taught as a subject from the start of a pupil’s education at the School. Pupils are encouraged
to sing and play instruments, and are given opportunities to perform from their early years upwards.
Performance is key to building their self-confidence and their self-esteem. In Music the pupils are
also taught to listen to music from around the world and to appreciate what it offers.
This all promotes an understanding of the need to respect music and other ideas from different
cultures.
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SMSC in the Computing Curriculum
The Department aims to promote spiritual, moral, social and cultural development in a range of
topic areas, and learning methods are often creative, collaborative and reflective (involving written
or verbal evaluations). In theory work, pupils’ reasoning skills are tested with challenging questions
which encourage them to think about explanations and consequences.
Computing teaches pupils how to communicate effectively and safely, thereby promoting the sharing
of views and ideas. Pupils are able to apply their Computing skills and knowledge to the wider
curriculum and acknowledge links between subjects. Pupils are given many opportunities for guided
internet research, and the ease of access to information promotes enjoyment of learning. The ESafety content of the curriculum includes guidance on how to be behave online, encourages pupils
to be respectful of other people, and gives them confidence to deal with cyber bullying or any other
concerns they may have.
The Computing curriculum provides scope for pupils to be creative and a number of artistic topics
are included at regular intervals and more scientific-based topics such as programming allow pupils
to be creative by extending their ideas and exploring alternative methods. They are made aware of
the Digital Divide and therefore learn to appreciate the different cultural, spiritual and religious
views towards the use of digital technology.
Various Computing laws are studied, such as the Data Protection Act and pupils are taught to
respect intellectual property, understand “plagiarism” and acknowledge sources. They are also
taught to be critical of what they read and understand bias.
SMSC in PE & Games
There are a huge amount of opportunities for pupils to develop their SMSC understanding through
PE and Games:
Spiritual

Explore, creativity through gymnastic routines,

Creating new games to develop their own learning.

Opportunities to assess both themselves as well as their peers

Encouraging discovery learning to allow pupils to develop their own thoughts, ideas and
concerns.

A staff wide approach to communicating to boys about their development to help them
think deeper about their own learning.
Moral
 Promote fair play and team work above all else
 Always encourage good sportsmanship
 Promote trust with peers through teamwork
 Rewarding good behaviour
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Social
 Creating a sense of community and encouraging pupils to help their peers to develop as
well as themselves
 Respecting and understanding differing personalities within a team
 Rule of 3 coaching to encourage more social interaction between pupils to problem solve
(“Rule of 3” – Step 1. give the group a chance to rectify errors within games. Step 2. Stop
the game and allow boys to talk about how to improve. Step 3. Teacher intervention)
 Use of Sports Leaders (Captains of sports, sport monitors etc)
Culture
 Respecting and understanding cultural differences within a team environment
 Use of assemblies to promote high profile figures who promote cultural understanding
 Biannual overseas sports tours where boys get a chance to experience other cultures and
meet children from different backgrounds.
Early Years Foundation Stage
SMSC education is embedded in the Early Years curriculum. When children enter the Nursery the
staff place a huge focus on the three prime areas, especially Personal Social and Emotional
Development and Communication and Language. The staff use play opportunities and circle times
to teach the children to share, take turns and be kind and courteous to each other. The staff listen,
observe and value individual children’s interests and opinions. These skills are built on across the
three years of EYFS at King’s House.
The EYFS curriculum allows the children to explore, investigate and reflect on their own learning.
They are also encouraged to work together and listen and consider other peoples’ views and
opinions. The children are taught to show care and consideration for their environment and
resources. They raise money for local charities and the Rwanda project, helping them to appreciate
the needs of others.
We celebrate and value other cultures and religions. Parents are invited into the setting to share
special family celebrations relating to their own culture. Celebrations include St George’s Day,
Australia day, Diwali and Chinese New Year.
Evidence of SMSC and Fundamental British Values at King’s House School
Evidence of SMSC and FBV at King’s House can be seen in the following:







Assemblies – see the Assemblies Log for both the JD and SD
School Policies – Pupil Behaviour, Anti-Bullying, Learning Support, Equality and Disability
The Pupil Code of Conduct
Schemes of Work – as indicated by the subjects above
Subject Evidence folders
School Newsletters – highlighting outings, trips and achievements
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SCHEDULE OF POLICY UPDATES
Date
Change
12/2014 Reviewed again and referred to FGB for approval
12/2014
Replace the heading “School Councils” with “Pupil Page 3 – now Annex A
Voice”.
It was agreed to focus on how the School consults Page 3 – now Annex A
with pupils in an age-appropriate way, through
assemblies, well-being surveys, PHSEE, form-time
and other channels.
04/2014 Changes made following review by A Churcher and reviewed by SMT
05/2015
Changing of PHSEE to documents
Addition of SMSC statement within the PSHEE Page 3
policy.
Addition of the line about a pupil voice folder Page 11
being collated
Addition on inclusion of economic education
Page 5
06/2015
Inclusion of the school’s statement on SMSC Page 13
including the promotion of fundamental British
values as Annex B
01/18

2/18
12/2018
11/2020

In light of ISI inspections pupil voice folder updated
in Annex A
Update of schemes of work across all
departments.
Added in SMSC for PE
Added statement non-segregated, non-genderspecific careers advice.
Removal of wording/insertion of a new careers
section to highlight the school’s provision of
career’s guidance
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